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Ancient Civilizations of Europe
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Chapter Review

BIG IDEAS
1. Through colonization, trade, and conquest, the Greeks spread their culture in
Europe and Asia.
2. The Romans unified parts of Europe, Africa, and Asia in one of the ancient
world’s greatest civilizations.

REVIEWING VOCABULARY, TERMS, AND PLACES
Using the clues provided, fill in the letter blanks with the correct term.
1. political units made up of a city and all the surrounding lands

2. channels used to carry water over long distances

3. type of government in which people elect leaders to make laws

4. council of rich and powerful citizens that helped run Rome

5. a time in a society’s history marked by great achievements

6. to make easier

7. Greek-like, or the blended cultures of the Greeks and other people

8. a land that includes many different people under one rule

9. city in North Africa taken over by Rome
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10. those who could take part in Roman government

COMPREHENSION AND CRITICAL THINKING
Read the FALSE statement below. On the line provided, replace the
underlined word or words to make this statement TRUE.
1. The people of Rome created a new type of government called a/an empire.

2. Alexander the Great was from an area called Sparta.

REVIEWING THEMES
Answer the questions on the lines provided.
1. In which geography theme does the Parthenon fit: location, human-environment

interaction, or place? Why?

2. Give two examples of “movement” in the early history of Europe.

REVIEW ACTIVITY: ADVERTISEMENT
On a large piece of paper or poster board, create an advertisement for
one of Europe’s historic cities. Your advertisement should focus on
the ancient history of the city you learned about in the text. Be sure to
make your poster neat and attractive. Use bright colors, pictures, and
words. Include at least six facts from the chapter when writing your ad.
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